Everything, everyone has been told, is essentially a lie.

Next time a Christian tells you that they have "no clue" why all Christians are evil and so on, or what the Vatican is doing, or why the Pope and others do child molestation and blood sacrifice Ritual, tell them that this is the reality of Christianity.

Yes, it is. That's what these programs are about. It's just that people have no clue and are collectively creating a lie about all of this.

Christianity also made infamous the blood ritual of drinking the blood of Jesus every Sunday. Regardless of the obviousness of these things, many people are still wondering or believing in lies.

Those who truly know the internal workings of Christianity, such as those who penned the book I am writing about below, know it's all a hebrew sham filled with blood gore rituals, and the pinnacle of evil.

Below, I will just write some of the bogus shit I am reading now from jewish manuals of magick which have been attributed to Satan and Satanism, falsely.

There is no logical explanation why these were blamed on Satan, as these manuscripts clearly talk about Jesus, JHVH, and basically everything the idiots nowadays believe. Satan and the Demons are told to "stay away" from trying to impede these Rituals.

Repeating a lie all the time, has had the masses believe in this hoax.

In the TV and all this dogshit, we constantly hear nonsense about "Satanic blood sacrifice" and so on.

And of course, every so often, media and other cheap panels will always bring a lunatic or a jewish fool to mention about how "Satanism" was so bad for them, but they never really practice Satanism in reality, just "Satanism" as the jews defined it, or literally just jewish rituals to Jesus’s Daddy JHVH or Jesus itself.
As Jews have taken these rituals from their own culture and said their enemies are doing them while they themselves are doing them, some Jewish Kabbalistic Magicians who just use all Hebrew and tricks, are falsely called "Satanists" by idiots who have no clue what Satanism even is.

These lies generally revolve around two things:

1. The goyim never sit down to read anything but hold a superficial lie in their head, that they are told "Christianity" is. They disregard all evidence.

2. Jews, every time they are found out for doing a crime, they say Satan is responsible. The goy just believes it due to being mindwashed.

The stupid goy therefore attacks its own Gods, which for all intents, are trying to protect it from what Jews do, in a misdirection.

3. The goy, too lazy to read, never opened a flipping book to see how these "Rituals" they do is from Jews, by Jewish magicians and authors, or even in this case here, from the literal Pope Honorius of the Vatican who accidentally had one manuscript they use there leaked from them.

All of these hostile and murder rituals commonly have the names of Hebrew angels, or the name of Jesus Christ, the "King of the Jews", or Jehovah "JHVH" itself.

---

Even worse, fools have went on and done things from these manuals, as Jews have misinformed people completely and their paradigm has been in the rule for thousands of years.

As it will be seen in the translated texts, these enrage the Demons, who rightfully attack these Hebrew magicians, likely to protect innocent people, who are generally the targets of these.

Everything they do, they just say their enemies do that. The masses attack the Gods, who simply want to restore order. Jews therefore, can continue their crimes.

Below, I will post an excerpt from a Jewish Grimoire where the Jew in question does the blood sacrifice of a lamb in the name of Jesus Christ [yes, literally] to be protected from the wrath of the Demons, who are likely onto the Hebrew magician
in question because they are clearly a criminal.

[Source; The Grimoire of Pope Honorius as included in the Practical Magic by Sabellicus, Greek version, p.242, 243, translated by me and able to be verified by any Greek reading SS below]

"Then, the magician must light off the candle. When the sun is up, he must slay a male lamb cutting its throat: but he must be careful so that the lamb's blood does not fall on the floor. To collect this, one must have ready a jar or a bucket. Then, he will carve the animal, and throw into the fire its tongue and its heart. The fire will have to be new, and should be specifically turned on for the ritual, and the ashes will have to be collected and stored because it will be useful later.

The skin of the lamb must remain for 9 days in the middle of a field, and all of this must be sprayed with holy water four times per day.

The tenth day, before the sun comes up, the ashes from the fire must be thrown on the skin, and the remains of a black roosters tongue and heart, and the eyeballs.

Then after the sunset (of the next day), the dead carcass of the lamb should be buried into an unknown to all place, and where "no bird can fly to this place". Then the magician must form these symbols with their gesture with his right hand, on top of the place of the sacrificed.

After three days, the magician will visit the grave, showering it with holy water and saying: "I spray you with holy water, Lord, so that you clean my soul". Before he departs, he should always say this prayer:

"Jesus Christ savior of humanity, you who have been punished but innocent, you who stood valuable enough to seal the book of life, give to this skin the power to hold together the signs that we will mark it with, that I will write with your blood, so that I get my desire. And make sure to keep the Demonic forces away, that will get vengeful for seeing these symbols, but whom will be moving in tremors when I do summoning to them. With your glory, Jesus Christ, who are eternal, and you rule aeons and aeons, amen".

After this, you should start doing the litany of the holy name of Christ [my note that is a prayer that calls jesus as a lamb], but you will alter the prayer and say instead "Sacrificed lamb, stand for me as a tower of power against the powers of the Demons, lamb who sacrificed itself, give me rule over the powers of darkness, o holy lamb give me your good will so that I can subdue the rebel spirits, amen".
Then the book continues with Jewish sigils and sigils of Jesus Christ for things like the above.

To not be questioned, I will also include these two pictures here, in case any fool is left wondering if the above actually exists. Any Greek reader on the planet will be able to translate these and see that what is written here is true and real.
Do you believe in your reality now after you just read instructions from a Jewish manuscript on how to do animal sacrifice for Lord Jesus Christ?

Satan and the Demons are only mentioned there also as opposing forces, which clearly try to sabotage this Jew from doing these deplorable acts.